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1 Write the words under the correct numbers. 

 two • six • ten • eight • four • nine • three • one • seven • five 

    

1. ………………… 2. ………………… 3. ………………… 4. ………………… 

    

5. ………………… 6. ………………… 7. ………………… 8. ………………… 

 
  

 

 9. ………………… 10.   …………………  

2 Write the missing days of the week in the correct order.  

Wednesday • Monday • Sunday • Thursday • Saturday 

  

3 Write the missing months of the year in the correct order.  

 April • August • December • June • January • March • May • October • September 

 1. …………………… 7. July 

 2. February 8. …………………… 

 3. …………………… 9. …………………… 

 4. …………………… 10. …………………… 

 5. …………………… 11. November 

 6. …………………… 12. …………………… 

 

4 Match the words in A to the personal pronouns in B.  

  A   B 

 1. Emily ...... a. we 

 2. Mum and Dad ...... b. she 

 3. the book ...... c. he 

 4. you and I ...... d. they 

 5. George ...... e. it 

 1. ………………… 

 2. Tuesday 

 3. ………………… 

 4. ………………… 

 5. Friday 

 6. ………………… 

 7. ………………… 



 

 

 

5 Complete the sentences with   am, is or are.  

 1. My pen …………………… in my schoolbag. 

 2. I …………………… twelve years old. 

 3. Sara …………………… in Year 8. 

 4. My mother and father …………………… at home. 

 5. The pencils …………………… blue. 

 6. You …………………… a good student. 

 7. My teacher …………………… in the classroom. 

 8. My cat …………………… grey. 

 9. My friends and I …………………… at school now. 

 10. Mike …………………… in the park. 

6 Write the sentences in the negative.  

 1. It is Tuesday today. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. I am at home now. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. Mr Harris is a good teacher. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. You are eight years old. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. The books are in my schoolbag. 

   ................................................................................................................  

7 Choose the correct answers. Make the sentences true for you.  

 1. The students is / are / aren’t in class now. 

 2. It isn’t / is / are September now. 

 3. I aren’t / am / is a student. 

 4. We are / isn’t / aren’t at school on Sundays. 

 5. The English teacher isn’t / aren’t / am not 15 years old. 

8 Write questions with the words below. Use to be.  

 1. Harry / in Year 6 

   .............................................................................................................  ? 

 2. you / sad / today 

   .............................................................................................................  ? 

 3. the boys / in the classroom 

   .............................................................................................................  ? 

 4. Carrie / your sister 

   .............................................................................................................  ? 

 5. the pencil / yellow 

   .............................................................................................................  ? 



 

 

 

9 Write the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

 1. in / I / Year 8 / am / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. pens / The / green / aren’t / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. is / big / dog / It / a / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. isn’t / Mrs Allen / classroom / the / in / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. happy / today / Are / boys / the / ? 

   ................................................................................................................  

10  Choose the correct pronoun. 

 1. Mother = he / she / it 

 2. the cats = it / they / she 

 3. you and I = you / they / we 

 4. Mr Oakes = he / she / you 

 5. a schoolbag = he / she / it 

11   Complete the sentences with the correct pronoun. 

 1. The pencil is yellow. 

  …………………… is yellow. 

 2. Laura is my friend. 

  …………………… is my friend. 

 3. The students are in the classroom. 

  …………………… are in the classroom. 

 4. Sara and you are sisters. 

  …………………… are sisters. 

 5. My brother and I are in Year 8. 

  …………………… are in Year 8. 

12     Choose the correct answers.  

 1. Cathy and I ... sisters. 

  a. am b. is c. are 

 2. Kevin ... in Year 9. 

  a. am b. is c. are 

 3. The boys ... at school. 

  a. am b. is c. are 

 4. I ... a student. 

  a. am b. is c. are 

 5. My dog ... big. 

  a. am b. is c. are 

It 



 

 

 

13   Write negative sentences with the words below. 

 1. My / schoolbag / is / blue 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. I / am / a / teacher 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. We / are / friends 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. Owen / is / a / good / student 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. The / students / are / in / the classroom 

   ................................................................................................................  

14   Complete the sentences with am, is or are. 

My name 1.……………………… George. I 2.……………………… 12 years old. My brothers   3.……….........   Bradley 

and Ethan. Sam 4.…………… … my Dad and Holly 5.………………… my Mum. My cat 6.………… … Ping. We 

7.……………………… a happy family.  

What 8.……………………… your name? How old 9.……………………… you? 

15  Match the question words in A to the answers in B. 

  A   B 

 1. What ... ? ...... a. Sara 

 2. When ... ? ...... b. a house 

 3. Who ... ? ...... c. because ... 

 4. Where ... ? ...... d. on Friday 

 5. Why ... ? ...... e. in Paris 

16   Read the texts. Then tick (✓) the sentences T (true) or F (false). 

A 

John Clark is from Oxford, England. He is 13 years old and his birthday is in September. He lives 
with his mother and his father and one brother, Larry. His brother is three years old. John has got 
two dogs. 

B 

Debra Saint is 12 years old. She lives in Los Angeles with her mother and her two sisters, Mandy 
and Petra. Mandy is ten years old and Petra is six years old today. They have got a dog and two 
cats. 

    T F 

 1. There are four people in the Clark family. ...... ...... 

 2. John has got a big brother. ...... ...... 

 3. Petra and Mandy are sisters. ...... ...... 

 4. The Saint family has got two cats. ...... ...... 

 5. Mrs Saint has got two children. ...... ...... 

My schoolbag isn’t blue. 

is 

1 

✓ 



 

 

 

 

17  Choose the correct answers. 

 1. John is from Los Angeles / Oxford. 

 2. Larry is a boy / cat. 

 3. Debra is twelve / thirteen years old. 

 4. Debra lives in England / the USA. 

 5. It is Petra’s / Mandy’s birthday today. 

18    Write the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

 1. is / name / your / What / ? 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. aren’t / The / black / pencils / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. the / Where / teacher / is / ? 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. is / a / cat / Fluffy / happy / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. at / sisters / are / My / home / . 

 

 

   ................................................................................................................  

19   Read the text. Then tick (✓) the sentences T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn’t say).  

Zainebu and Hannatu are from Niger in Africa. Zainebu is twelve and she’s in Year 6 at school. Hannatu is nine and 
she’s in Year 4. They’re half (½) sisters because they’ve got the same father but they’ve got different mothers. Their 
family is very big. It’s got eight children – six boys and two girls. Zainebu and Hannatu are the only sisters, so they’re 
good friends.  
Many Nigerien families have got two houses or more. The family home of Zainebu and Hannatu has got four houses! 
Their father has got a house and each mother has got a house with her children. 

    T F DS 

 1. Zainebu and Hannatu are students at the same school. ...... ...... ...... 

 2. Hannatu is the big sister. ...... ...... ...... 

 3. Zainebu and Hannatu have got six brothers. ...... ...... ...... 

 4. All the brothers have got the same mother. ...... ...... ...... 

 5. Zainebu and Hannatu have got different houses. ...... ...... ...... 

 

20  Complete the sentences with words from the text.  

 1. Zainebu and Hannatu haven’t got the same …………………… . 

 2. Zainebu and Hannatu are good friends because they haven’t got other …………………… . 

 3. Some family homes in Niger have got two or more …………………… . 

 4. The nationality of people from Niger is …………………… . 

 5. The family of Zainebu and Hannatu has got …………………… mothers. 

What is your name? 



 

 

 

 

21   Choose the correct answers.  

 1. The parents of your father are your grandparents / children / brothers. 

 2. The daughter of your parents is your aunt / daughter / sister. 

 3. Your uncle / brother / grandfather is the son of your parents. 

 4. Your sister / grandmother / cousin is the mother of your mother. 

 5. The children of your uncle are your cousins / aunts / sons. 

 

22    Match A to B to make sentences.  

  A B 

 1. Pierre isn’t Russian. He’s ...... a. England. 

 2. Rachel is from ...... b. my parents. 

 3. My father and my uncle are ...... c. daughters. 

 4. My mother and my father are ...... d. French. 

 5. She’s got three children – a son and two ...... e. brothers. 

23   Complete the sentences with the correct form of have got.  

 1. Mark …………………… (not) a brother. 

 2. My uncle and aunt …………………… five children. 

 3. My country …………………… about ten million people. 

 4. Mr and Mrs Smith …………………… (not) English friends. 

 5. Oh, no! I …………………… (not) my schoolbag. 

24   Complete the questions with Have got or Has got.  

 1. …………………… Martin and Beth …………………… five grandchildren? 

 2. …………………… David …………………… sisters? 

 3. …………………… Lisa …………………… a sister? 

 4. …………………… Steve and David …………………… another brother? 

 5. …………………… Tom and Susan …………………… four children? 

25   Complete the sentences with the possessive adjectives below.  

their • my • our • his • its 

 1. Jim hasn’t got friends from Ireland. …………………… friends are Welsh. 

 2. France hasn’t got a green flag. …………………… flag is red, white and blue. 

 3. Alex and Tom are brothers. …………………… house is on Cherry Street. 

 4. Max and I are in the same class. …………………… teacher is Mrs Jones. 

 5. I haven’t got …………………… English books today. 



 

 

 

 

26   Complete the sentences with the correct form of have got and the correct possessive adjective.  

 1. I …………………… six pencils in …………………… pencil case. 

 2. Elizabeth …………………… (not) any boys in …………………… family. 

 3. The dog …………………… a hat on …………………… head! 

 4. We …………………… (not) a book for …………………… geography lesson. 

 5. …………………… you …………………… a phone in …………………… schoolbag? 

 

 

27    Read the text. Then match A to B to make sentences 

It’s 11.00 am, but David Oh and his family are still in bed. David works for a NASA exploration mission of the planet Mars. So, 
he’s on Mars time. This summer, his family are on Mars time, too! 

On Mars, a day is 24 hours, 39 minutes and 35 seconds. So the Oh family add about 40 minutes to each day. Their 
routines become extraordinary. One day, for example, they get up at 3.00 pm, have lunch at 8.00 pm and dinner at 2.30 
am. Then they go to bed at 5.00 am. Mars time has got benefits. The Oh children, Braden, Ashlyn and Devyn, ride bikes 
at night and go on night excursions. They have incredible experiences. 

 

  A B 

 1. NASA has got ...... a. long days. 

 2. David is ...... b. an exploration mission of Mars. 

 3. The Oh family are ...... c. three children. 

 4. Mars has got ...... d. on Mars time for the summer. 

 5. David has got ...... e. on Mars time for work. 

 

28    Correct the sentences. Change the words in bold.  

 1. The Oh family are still in bed at 11.00 am because they are on the planet Mars. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. Each day has got about 35 additional seconds for the Oh family. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. Routines on Mars time are normal. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. One day starts at 3.00 pm and ends at 2.30 am. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. At night, the Oh children go to school. 

   ................................................................................................................  



 

 

 

 

29     Complete the chart with the routines and activities below.  

go swimming • get dressed • go to school • chat online • play computer games • play football • ride a bike • get up 

Morning  
Routines 

Sport Technology 

   

   

   

 

30    Choose the correct answer. 

 1. Paul usually goes to bed / goes to school / gets up at eleven o’clock at night. 

 2. I want to play the guitar / tidy my room / watch TV tonight. There’s a James Bond film at nine o’clock. 

 3. After school, the students get dressed / have breakfast / go home. 

 4. I read a book / play computer games / go swimming twice a week. It’s my favourite sport. 

 5. Sam usually rides a bike / has a shower / has dinner in the mornings. I have one at night. 

 6. Mandy chats online / listens to music / has lunch at school. Her school has got a cafeteria. 

 

31   Complete the sentences with the words below.  

listen to music • go shopping • read a book • do homework • send text messages • meet friends 

 1. Alison wants to ………………………………………… about vampires. She loves vampire stories. 

 2. I need new clothes. I want to ………………………………………… . 

 3. We usually ………………………………………… in our workbook or in our notebooks. 

 4. I’ve got 700 songs on my iPod. I often ………………………………………… . 

 5. The girls always ………………………………………… to their friends on their mobile phones. 

 6. I often ………………………………………… at a café on Saturdays. We sit and talk. 

 

 

   32  Complete the chart.  

I / you / we / they he / she / it 

write writes 

play  

do  

read  

teach  

tidy  



 

 

 

 

33    Complete the sentences with the Present Simple form of the verbs in brackets.  

 1. Alex always …………………… (study) in the evening. 

 2. The dog never …………………… (go) to school with me. 

 3. On Saturdays, the boys usually …………………… (ride) bikes in the park. 

 4. Every evening, I …………………… (watch) TV. 

 5. My family and I usually …………………… (have) dinner at seven o’clock. 

 6. Rachel …………………… (send) 50 text messages a day. 

 

34    Rewrite the sentences. Add the adverbs of frequency and time expressions in brackets.  

 1. I get up at seven o’clock.  (rarely) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. Joey has breakfast at eight o’clock.  (every day) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. Tom goes to bed at ten o’clock.  (often) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. My dad tidies the house.  (on Saturdays) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. My parents send text messages.  (never) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 6. Eloise goes to the cinema.  (once a week) 

   ................................................................................................................  

 

35  Complete the sentences with in, on or at. 

1. I get up …………………… half past seven. 

2. Mum and Dad go shopping …………………… Saturdays. 

3. The school year starts …………………… September. 

4. Rick usually has a shower …………………… night. 

5. Max tidies his room …………………… the evenings. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

36    Look at Mrs White’s diary and complete the sentences below.  

Saturday Sunday 

10.00 Take the boys to basketball game 12.00 Birthday party for Mum 

12.00 Guitar lesson: Angie 7.00 Concert: Sam 

8.00 Dinner for the teachers (take my new black bag)  

 

 1. …………………… guitar lesson is at 12.00. 

 2. …………………… …………………… basketball game is at 10.00. 

 3. …………………… birthday party is on Sunday. 

 4. …………………… dinner is on Saturday night. 

 5. …………………… new bag is black. 

 6. …………………… concert is on Sunday at 7.00. 

 

 37    Read the text. Then tick (✓) the sentences T (true) or F (false) and correct the false sentences.  

Cats, monkeys and even some frogs love playing games on iPads. But some animals also use 
iPads to communicate. 

Jack Kassewitz, of SpeakDolphin, works with Merlin, a very intelligent dolphin. Merlin knows how to touch pictures 
on an iPad with his nose and match them to objects. 

At a zoo in Miami, Florida, USA, some orangutans communicate with iPads. For example, they choose their food for 
lunch with an iPad. The old orangutans don’t love the iPads, but the young ones are very enthusiastic. They always 
want to use the iPad first. There is only one problem. The orangutan’s gigantic hands and teeth can destroy an iPad. So 
they don’t use it without help from a human. 

 

    T F 

 1. Cats, monkeys and frogs communicate with iPads. ...... ...... 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. Jack Kassewitz studies orangutans. ...... ...... 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. Merlin controls the iPad with his tail. ...... ...... 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. The old orangutans are not very interested in iPads. ...... ...... 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. People help orangutans use iPads. ...... ...... 

   ................................................................................................................  

 

  

 



 

 

 

38 Complete the sentences with words from the text.  

 

1. Orangutans and dolphins communicate with  ...............................................  

   ..............................................................................................................  . 

 2. Merlin is the name of a  .........................................................................  . 

 3. Orangutans at one zoo use an iPad to  ...................................................  

   ..............................................................................................................  . 

 4. The young orangutans all want  ..............................................................  

   ..............................................................................................................  . 

 5. An orangutan can destroy an iPad with its  .............................................  

   ..............................................................................................................  . 

 

39    Complete the chart with the words below.  

monkey • tiger • shark • zebra • whale • horse • turtle • lion • dolphin 

Land Animals Ocean Animals 

  

  

  

  

  

40   Complete the sentences with the words below.  

eyes • ears • tails • teeth • toes 

 1. Monkeys have got five …………………… on each foot. 

 2. Tigers have got 30 …………………… in their mouths. 

 3. Some cats have got beautiful green …………………… . 

 4. Rabbits have usually got long …………………… . 

 5. Mice have usually got long …………………… . 

 

41   Choose the correct answer.  

 1. A butterfly / canary / turtle is a small yellow bird. 

 2. A giraffe has got four long arms / noses / legs. 

 3. Elephants / Pandas / Frogs are black and white and come from China. 

 4. A bird can fly because it’s got fur / wings / feet. 

 5. Snakes have got a head / hand / finger. 

 6. Monkeys / Butterflies / Horses never live in trees. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

42 Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets. Use the Present Simple affirmative.  

 1. Great white sharks …………………… (swim) in oceans all around the world. 

 2. A great white shark …………………… (weigh) up to 2,200 kilograms and can be six metres long. 

 3. Great white sharks are carnivores – they …………………… (eat) meat. 

 4. A great white shark …………………… (try) to find fish, dolphins and other big sea animals for food. 

 5. A great white shark has got 300 teeth! It …………………… (catch) its food with its teeth. 

 6. A shark has got small ears but it …………………… (hear) noises from far away. 

 

43    Correct the sentences below. Use the Present Simple negative.  

 1. A turtle moves very fast on land. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. Lions play with smartphones. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. A butterfly catches fish. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. Dolphins drink sea water. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. A tiger walks on two legs. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 

44    Write questions with the words below. Use the Present Simple. Then match the questions to the answers.  

 1. tigers / love / the water 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. a snake / close / its eyes / to sleep 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. what / you / call / a baby whale 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. when / mice / play 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. how / an elephant / communicate 

   ................................................................................................................  

 ...... a. At night. They’re nocturnal. 

 ...... b. Yes, they do. 

 ...... c. It makes noises. 

 ...... d. No, it doesn’t. 

 ...... e. It’s a calf. 



 

 

 

45   Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. Use the Present Simple.  

What 1. …………………… you …………………… (know) about mice? People 2. ……………………  (like) Mickey Mouse 

and some people have got mice for pets, but we 3. …………………… always …………………… (not want) mice in our 

homes. A mouse 4. …………………… usually …………………… (not weigh) over 25 grams but it 5. …………………… 

(eat) about 15% of its weight every day. Mice 6. …………………… (not sleep) at night – they look for food. They often 7. 

…………………… (come) into people’s homes to find food and that is a problem. People sometimes 8. …………………… 

(get up) at night and 9. …………………… (see) a mouse in their home. That isn’t a fun experience! 

 

46    Complete the sentences with the words below.  

bread • soup • happy • tired • cake • tea • frightened 

 1. It’s 11.30 pm and I’m …………………… . I want to go to bed. 

 2. The opposite of sad is …………………… . 

 3. We drink …………………… every morning. 

 4. That little girl is …………………… of your dog. 

 5. I’m making a pink …………………… for my sister’s birthday. 

 6. We can’t make sandwiches because we haven’t got any …………………… . 

 7. On a cold day, I like eating hot …………………… . 

47   Write sentences with the words below. Use the correct form of there is or there are.  

 1. any / fruit / in my schoolbag / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. any / olives / in the sauce / ? 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. some / strawberries / on my ice cream / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. any / chocolate / in the cake / ? 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. a / tomato / in the salad / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

 6. any / fizzy drinks / on the table / . 

   ................................................................................................................  

48    Choose the correct answers.  

What do you know about strawberries? Some strawberries are very big but 1. there is / there are / are there very small 

strawberries, too. 2. There is / There isn’t / There aren’t only one type of strawberry – there are many different species. 

One type – 3. some / an / the garden strawberry – is 4. some / the / a very popular type of strawberry. Garden strawberries 

originally come from France but 5. there is / there isn’t / there are garden strawberries all over the world today. 

Strawberries are delicious and good for you, too. 6. There aren’t / Are there / There isn’t many calories in a strawberry?  

No, in fact, 7. the / a / some large strawberry has only got about six calories! 8. Any / The / There is vitamin C in 

strawberries and they haven’t got 9. some / any / the cholesterol. Strawberries are 10. a / some / an amazing food! 



 

 

 

 

49  Write the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1. hungry / Jack / is 

 ......................................................................................................................   

2. vegetables / there are / in the salad / green 

 ......................................................................................................................   

3. fantastic / the apple cake / is 

 ......................................................................................................................   

4. wants / Paul / big / a / sandwich 

 ......................................................................................................................   

5. red / Ben / apples / likes  

   ................................................................................................................  

 

50   Read the text and choose the correct answer.  

Dodgeball is a popular team sport. There are two teams and six balls in a dodgeball game. Each team tries to eliminate 
the players in the other team. When you eliminate players, they are “out” and they must leave the game. How do you do 
this? You must throw a ball and hit the players, but you mustn’t hit them on the head. You can’t hit them easily because 
they can jump or run away from the ball. They can also catch the ball, and then you are “out”! Of course, the players in 
the other team have also got balls and they throw them at you, so the game moves very fast. When all the players of one 
team are “out”, the other team is the winner. 

 1. There are two / three / six teams in a game of dodgeball. 

 2. A player must jump / leave the game / catch the ball when he is “out”. 

 3. You can / can’t / mustn’t hit a player on the head. 

 4. It isn’t easy to hit other players because they can kick / run away from / hit the ball. 

 5. Dodgeball isn’t a slow / fast / popular game. 

51    Correct the sentences.  

 1. There are two balls in a game. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. Each team wants to eliminate all the balls. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. You must kick the ball and hit the other players. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. There is one way to be “out”. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. You win the game when all your players are “out”. 

   ................................................................................................................  

 



 

 

 

52 Choose the correct answers.  

 1. Horse riding / Skateboarding / Volleyball is a team sport. 

 2. You wear special white clothes for ice skating / judo / basketball. 

 3. You need a good bike for cycling / snowboarding / gymnastics. 

 4. Surfing / Skiing / Sailing is a winter sport. 

 5. You only need two players for a tennis / football / baseball match. 

 6. You don’t need any equipment for skateboarding / rollerblading / dancing. 

 7. Sailing / Surfing / Ice skating is not a water sport. 

53    Match A to B to form correct sentences.  

 A 

 1. Basketball players must 

 2. Throw the ball to me so I can 

 3. In gymnastics, they 

 4. Baseball players must hit 

 5. You run 42.195 kilometres to 

 6. In volleyball, they hit 

 B 

 ...... a. finish a marathon. 

 ...... b. the ball with their hands. 

 ...... c. the ball and run “home”. 

 ...... d. catch it. 

 ...... e. don’t score goals. 

 ...... f. bounce the ball when they run.

54   Complete the sentences with the words below.  

 lose • start • swim • hit • kick • jump • carry 

 1. In football, the players must …………………… the ball. 

 2. I’m tired. Can you …………………… my snowboard for me? 

 3. I often …………………… for a kilometre in the ocean. 

 4. Sometimes you win and sometimes you …………………… . 

 5. The games …………………… at 7.30 and finish two hours later. 

 6. Our horses …………………… well. 

 7. In tennis, you use a racket to …………………… a small ball. 

55    Complete the sentences with can or can’t.  

 1. Mum …………………… sleep because the baby is crying. 

 2. Dan goes running every day. He …………………… run 10 kilometres! 

 3. George …………………… play basketball but he’s a good football player. 

 4. I understand Russian but I …………………… speak it well. 

 5. You …………………… have rice or chips with your meal. Which do you prefer? 

 

56   What are the school rules? Choose the correct answers.  

 1. Students must / mustn’t come late to school. 

 2. Students must / mustn’t wear appropriate clothes at school. 

 3. Students must / mustn’t keep the classroom tidy. 

 4. Students must / mustn’t send text messages in the classroom. 

 5. Students must / mustn’t bring their homework to class. 

 



 

 

 

57  Write the words in the correct order to make questions. Use Can.  

 

 1. walk the dog / Tessa / on Mondays 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. meet his friends / on Saturday / Tony 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. today / swimming / Wendy and Sara / go 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. bounce / in basketball / you / the ball 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. in the school football team / play / Greg 

   ................................................................................................................  

58    Choose the correct answers.  

 1. You must / mustn’t / can’t kick the ball in basketball. 

 2. You must / mustn’t / can’t walk the dog every day. 

 3. Fish can’t / mustn’t / can live without water. 

 4. I can’t / must / mustn’t finish my homework before I play computer games. 

 5. Many people in Quebec, Canada can / can’t / mustn’t speak two languages – English and French. 

 

59   Complete the sentences with was, wasn’t, were or weren’t. 

 1. My teacher …………………… (not) angry with me. 

 2. The football players …………………… excited before the game. 

 3. It …………………… (not) very cold in December last year. 

 4. I …………………… in front of the post office at 10.30. 

 5. We …………………… (not) at the cinema last night. 

 6. You …………………… late for the bus today. 

60   Write questions with the words below and was or were.  

 1. you / thirsty / in the sports lesson / yesterday 

   ................................................................................................................  

 2. the teacher / late / this morning 

   ................................................................................................................  

 3. the soup / hot 

   ................................................................................................................  

 4. the students / bored / in the history lesson 

   ................................................................................................................  

 5. you and your parents / at a restaurant / last night 

   ................................................................................................................  



 

 

 

 

61   Answer the questions in Exercise 60  according to the information below. Use short answers.  

 1. ……………………………… . There wasn’t any water to drink.  

 2. ……………………………… . Mr Owens never comes late to class. 

 3. ……………………………… . The chips were hot, too. 

 4. ……………………………… . It was an interesting lesson. 

 5. ……………………………… . The food was delicious! 

62    Choose the correct answer.  

 1. There was / There were / Was there six messages for you. 

 2. There weren’t / There was / Were there any people in the church? 

 3. There weren't / There wasn’t / Was there any meat sauce on the spaghetti. 

 4. There were / There was / Was there an apple on the table an hour ago. 

 5. Was there / Were there / There wasn’t any rice in the cupboard? 

 6. There wasn’t / There were / There weren’t any computers in the library. 

63 Complete the dialogue with the correct form of was, were, there was or there were.  

Matt: Where 1.…………………… you this morning? You 2.…………………… at home. 

Lena: I 3.…………………… at Rosa’s Bakery this morning. 

Matt: I love Rosa’s cakes! 4.…………………… any cakes with fruit? 

Lena: 5.…………………… any apple cakes, but 6.…………………… a cake with strawberries. 

Matt: 7.…………………… it a chocolate cake with strawberries? 

Lena: Yes, it 8.…………………… – and I’ve got it right here. Would you like some? 

Matt: Of course! 

64    Match the words in A to their opposites in B.  

  A B 

 1. beautiful ...... a. short 

 2. long ...... b. expensive 

 3. new ...... c. fat 

 4. cheap ...... d. ugly 

 5. thin ...... e. old 

65    Choose the correct answers. 

 1. We don’t wear trainers / shorts / boots on our feet. 

 2. I’m wearing a scarf / dress / T-shirt because it’s cold. 

 3. People usually wear socks / sandals / trainers with their shoes. 

 4. You don’t usually see men in a hat / jacket / skirt. 

 5. Shoes / Jeans / Sweaters are popular trousers. 

 6. Do you often wear a swimsuit / shirt / hat on your head? 



 

 

 

 

66    Complete the sentences with the words below.  

swimsuit • dress • shirt • tall • shoes • strange • funny • colourful • sandals 

 1. The new comedy at the cinema is very …………………… . 

 2. Trainers and boots are types of ……………………. . 

 3. This basketball player is very …………………… . He's 2.10 metres. 

 4. James often looks ……………………. . Today, he’s wearing one blue sock and one green sock. 

 5. Men usually wear a …………………… under their sweater or jacket. 

 6. I rarely wear shoes in the summer. I prefer …………………… . 

 7. We're going swimming, so take your …………………… . 

 8. Angela wears jeans and a T-shirt at school, but she goes to parties in a …………………… . 

 9. I’ve got …………………… tropical fish. They’re blue, yellow and purple. 

67   Match A to B to make sentences.  

  A  B 

 1. An island ...... a. has often got corals and many fish. 

 2. A desert ...... b. has got water all around it. 

 3. A valley ...... c. has got trees, plants and many animals. 

 4. A jungle ...... d. is hot and it rarely rains there. 

 5. A reef ...... e. is a low area between hills or mountains. 

68    Complete the words in the sentences. (4 points) 

 1. A c…………………… is a low valley, usually with a river in it. 

 2. A s…………………… is a small river. 

 3. You can fly in a h…………………… . 

 4. A b…………………… is next to an ocean. People wear swimsuits there. 

69   Read the e-mail and match the numbers in A to items from the text in B. (8 points) 

 

 

 
To: 

 

From: 
 

Subject: 

Sandy 
Jill 
Greetings from Yorkshire 

 

 

Hi Sandy, 

I’m sending this e-mail from my new smartphone! We’re visiting Harewood House in Yorkshire, England. David Lascelles 
lives here with his family. He’s the grandson of Princess Mary – the daughter of King George V and Queen Mary. There 
are 181 rooms in the enormous house and the public can see 24 amazing living rooms, bedrooms, halls and kitchens. 
Many tourists are visiting today and people are working here, too. They’re watering the plants in the garden and cooking 
meals for visitors at the three restaurants. 

The famous Bird Garden at Harewood House has got about 90 different types of exotic birds. Every day at 2 o’clock, a 
man feeds the penguins. At the moment, we’re waiting to see that. 

See you soon,  

Jill 



 

 

  

 

  

  A B 

 1. 181 ...... a. types of birds 

 2. 24 ...... b. number of restaurants 

 3. 3 ...... c. number of rooms for visitors to see 

 4. 90 ...... d. number of rooms at Harewood House 

70    Tick (✓) the sentences T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn’t say).  

    T F DS 

 1. Jill sends the e-mail while she is at Harewood House. ...... ...... ...... 

 2. David is the grandson of Queen Mary. ...... ...... ...... 

 3. Visitors can see all of the rooms at Harewood House. ...... ...... ...... 

 4. Some people are working in the garden. ...... ...... ...... 

 5. There are canaries in the Bird Garden. ...... ...... ...... 

 6. Jill is waiting to see the penguins eat. ...... ...... ...... 

71    Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets. Use the Present Continuous.  

1. My brother …………………… (feed) his canary right now. 

2. We …………………… (not do) the dishes at the moment. 

3. Alison …………………… (not make) her bed right now. 

4. Steve and Linda …………………… (ride) their bikes now. 

5. Mum and Dad …………………… (water) the plants. 

6. I …………………… (not chat) with friends at the moment. 

72    Write questions with the words below. Use the Present Continuous. Then match the questions to the answers. 

 1. Amanda and Jeff / watch / TV 

   .................................................................................................................................................  

 2. the cat / sleep / on your bed 

   .................................................................................................................................................  

 3. where / you / go 

   .................................................................................................................................................  

 4. why / Emma / sweep / the floor 

   .................................................................................................................................................  

 ...... a. To school. 

 ...... b. Because it’s dirty. 

 ...... c. Yes, they are. 

 ...... d. No. It’s in the garden. 



 

 

 

 

 

73    Choose the correct answers.  

 1. My sisters play / is playing / are playing in the garden right now. 

 2. Dave never speaks / is speaking / are speaking to his parents. 

 3. Pam isn’t having / aren’t having / doesn’t have a shower now. 

 4. Where is John going every day / at the moment / once a week? 

 5. The boys isn’t meeting / aren’t meeting / don’t meet friends on Sundays. 

 6. I don’t tidy my room usually / every day / right now. 

 

74    Complete the dialogue with the verbs in brackets. Use the Present Simple or the Present Continuous.  

Amy: Hi, Ben. What 1. …………………… you …………………… (do)?  

2. …………………… you …………………… (study) for the English test now? 

Ben: It’s Saturday. I 3. …………………… (not study) on Saturdays. My dad and I usually 4. 

…………………… (work) at home together. We 5. …………………… (tidy) the 

garage at the moment. 

Amy: Really? My dad usually 6. …………………… (teach) on Saturdays but he  

7. …………………… (not work) today. He 8. …………………… (sit) in the garden. 

Ben: 9. ……………………you …………………… (want) to come to my house and watch a 

film? 

Amy: Sure! I 10. …………………… (leave) right now. 

 

75   Write the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1. we / dinner / cooking / right now / are 

 ......................................................................................................................   

2. usually / Ann / the floor / sweeps 

 ......................................................................................................................   

3. at the moment / doing / isn’t / Sandy / the washing 

 ......................................................................................................................   

4. every day / his bed / doesn’t / make / Tom 

 ......................................................................................................................   

5. are / now / Marian and Steve / computer games / playing 

   

 

 


